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FAST AND SLOW FISSION

(

H. C. Britt and A. Gavron

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Loa Alamos,

New Mexico, USA

ABSTRACT

Measurements of alpha particle induced fission of actinide nuclei and fission

of the composite system
170

Yb formed in
12 C and 20 Ne bombardment both show

significantly greater neutron emission prior to fission than is consistent with

current statistical models. Implications of these results are discussed in the

context of possible extreme models: 1) the enhancement of fir:ion at low excita-
,

tion energies due to shell effects; 2) the inhibition of fission at high excita-

tions due to a limiting of the fission width and 3) the possibility of significant

neutron emission during the descent from saddle

apparent incomparability between current models

the analysis of light heavy ion induced fission

to scission. In addition the

of incomplete fusion processes and

which ignore incomplete fusion is

discus~ed.

INTRODUCTION

Over the pas! ten years

energies within a few Mev of

fission decay properties are

the properties of actinide fi8sion at excitation

the barrier have become rather well defined and

reasonably well understood in te.rmk of fundamental

characteristics of the ~nderlying potential energy surface.
1,2 These studies

3
show that deformed nuclear shells have a very important effect otl this

potential energy
/k

urface and that macroscopic synmlctriea of the nuclenr sl)npr

in the region of the saddle points have a dramatic effect on the relative fis~ir)n

decay r~ten. In contrast fis~ion at l~iRllor excitation energien or in cnsos

involving large angular momelltn in more poorly un(icrstood at either n fundnmrntnl

or empirical level.

In this paper wc will try tn bring together a variety of !!xp-rimenta] rceultN

which fILlgRrnt that:

1. At all al’gular nl~mclltu find cxci~ntion vnor~ies ahovc %2(7 MuV finnion

in much ~lowcr thau expcctcd in mont convcntioual modc!la,—.



2* Present interpretations of fission data from light heavy ion

experiments appear fundamentally inconsistent with current concepts of

incomplete fusion.

“SLOW” FISSION

At relatively low excitation energies it has been found
4,5

that collective

enhancements of the level densities Fave an important effect on fission

probabilities for actinide nuclei. Figure 1 shows the effect of a triaxial shape

at the first peak of the fissio,~ bdrrier or, the fission probability for
237

Np.

The microscopic statistical m~del used to calculate Pf for the axii ly svmmetric

case assumes a stable y deformation and the fission enhancement comes from the

additional rotational levels associated with this shape. This tri.axial shape

comes as a result of a triaxial shell which lowers the potential energy and an

antishell whic}l raises the potential energy surface for the axially symmetric
,

shape, 0 Since the effect of these shells is expected to diminish at higher

excitation energies it is expected :kat the saddle point shape will then u~dergo a

transition to the axially symmetric shape characteristic of the liquid drop

potential energy surface and this transition will result in a decrease in fission

probability. There are cur?ently no reliable theoretical estimates of the energy

region where this transition might occur or even a formulation of how to

quantitatively include such a transition in the microscopic statistical models

used to calculate fission probability distributions. Ther(! ace, however, several

sources of experimental evidence that suggest that first cllancc fission

probabilities have sifqnificantly decreased at excitation c.nergies as low as 20 MeV

from values expected in a statistical model. calculation with n trici)(iai fir~t

barrier.
236

For the fissioning system U Madland and Nix7 have performed an

unfolding of (n)f) data for a series of uranium isotopes to obtain an estimate c~f

the first chance fission probability (Pf). Their results sh’.jwn in Fig. 2

suggest that Pf may have dropped by about a factor of two at E$~~21 MeV {Is

compared to the plateau -/alue observed in the E~~ = 6-12 Mc’V region. For

comparison a statistical. model fit to the theshold re~iori with a triaxia] first

Larrier predicts a slow increase in Pf in tile E* = 12-20 MeV regir)ll.

Another method of obtail~ing information on the hifih rncrgy b:li~lvior of I’(
8

was developed by Cheifetz and Frncnkcl. They Hh.owed thnt mpasuremenLs f)!

energy and angular distributions of’ the neutrons in coii~cidence with fiNsion cnl~

be used LO rleducc the averagr numhcrs of ne~ltrol)s hrforc and after fiHsi[~n, Th i s

technique utilizes t}~c fact that prcfiH#ion nolitI-OIIs :Ir(’ cnlitLud fil)]lY[)X illlill.t’lV

it40tropically from the center of ma8~ for tllc fissiol}ill~ 8ysf~nl W\)t*rP(lN tl)o

postfisflion neutron~ com(? from the fully nccclrraLcci frllp,m(~llLH. llsil~g tl~i!;



238U8
technique the following systems have been studieti: 12 MeV p + ,45MeVa+
209 232Th 233,238U and 239 9 209Bi 238U10

Bi, ) Pu ; 155 MeV p + ; and
170 i2C + 158Gd and 20Ne + 150Nd ~eacti:n’-;ll

Yb excited by

The results from experiments cn actinide nuclei are eumarized in ‘Table I. It

has been previously concluded 9,10 that these data suggest a decrease in

l’f/rn at high excitation energieq.
4

Analysis of 4’ WV He data indicat~

in a model independent manner that the average excitation energy CI the fissioning

nucleus is approximately 10-20 MeV (i.e. 20-30 MeV dissipated on prefission

neutrons on the average). ThiF result coupled with a total fissicn probability of

%1 is incomparable with a simple ~tatistical model calculation. However, at

least qualitatively the data appear consistent with a model where I’f/rn is

str”ongly enhanced at low energies due to the triaxial shape at the first barrier

and this enhancement begins to disappear in the 1O-2O MeV excitation energy range.

Thus, for actinide nuclei bot5 the unfolded Pf for
236U7 and the

9,10neutron emicsion measurements appear empirically consistent and in terms of

current theories of fission seem to suggest that the triaxial shell at the first

barrier is washing out in the excitation energy cange 10-20 MeV.
,. There are

currently no detailed theoretical calculatiorls which can either substantiate or

refute this hypothesis. A more radical hypothesis to explain these results would

be that the statistical model itself is starting to breakdowtl in this energv

region so that rf daes not rise as tast as estimated from fits to low energy

data while rn remains approxir:.a:ely st~tistical. One version of such a model

has recently been suggested by Grange and Weidenmb’ller.
12

A th~rd possibility

couid be that the transition from saddle to scission is much slower th~n
1(?

previously estimated GO that neutron emission becomes probable from the

fissioning system after it has Faased the sacldle. Tnv~king a one b(’+y dissipation

mechanism does leud to longer saddle to scission times (%10 -20 14 hut at
aec)

-uzo-40 MeV exc”itaticn energies this should #till be shorter than neutron

emission times (%10 -19
+ few x 10-20 see?.

The recent rclults of Gavror! et al
11 170

on the compound system YtJ havr

generated renewed int.crcs~ in thefie que~tions becallse for this very different

system neutron rleaauvements aR~in indicace an anornolously lnrgc number of

prefi.9rion neutrons compared to atatiatical model calculations for the 194 PlrV
12

C and 174 MeV 20Ne bombardn:ent~. The recent dat-a at varioun detection

angles for neutron ~pcctra in coincidrncc with fin~ion nlld evapora~ion rcsidul’

product~ ate shown in Figurcn 3-4. The npectra hnve b~en fit uning a montr-(nrlo

simulation techniq’lp with the const)”nint that thr prcfibnion neutron npectr.1 ImIuld

t’llc fi~nion coincidr?llce datn tunfirrn thin rxpt?ctnl inn. Futthcrmore, it in folln(:
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?

that predictions of a atatiatical model incorporating a rotating liquid drop

fiaaion barrier with fermi gas level densities can not reproduce these results and

at the same time fit fission cross section data in this maaa region.

In discussing the actinide results preaent~j above it seemed natural to first

suggest a hypothesis based on the enhancement of I’
f

at low energies due to a

triaxial shell that had previously been predicted and experimentally verified.

The appearance of a similarly anomaloua l’f/rn for
170

Yb at high angular

momentum .auld seem to suggest a more general phenomenon possibly in connection

with the dynamica of fission. However, it could still be that shells and
170 13

rotational enhancements are important in Yb since calculations of the

ground state ahapeg for spins of w60-8(XI indicate a triaxial ahape for neutron

numbers greater than 90 in nearby Erbium iaotopea. At the other extreme it could

be that a significant fraction of the neutrona are emitted between saddle and

scission. At the relevant excitation energies (%50-150 MeV) neutron cmiss+on
-21

times become aa short as a few x 10 aec which could be shorter than the
14

saddle to acission time if the one b~dy dissipation hypothesis is correct.
209Bi 10

Finally, data is also available for the reaction 155 MeV p + .

Here again the large number of prefisaion compound neutrons and the measured

spallation croaa sections can not be reproduced in a normal statistical model
10

calculation. In this case an internucleon cascade calculation is used to

estimate the excitation energy distribution for the “compound” residues that then

decay by neutron emi Si.t)li and fiaaion. This case seems intermediate between the
17@

actinide and Yb cases discussed above. The mean excitation energies are

intermediate between these two cases and the angular momenta involved are modest.

This is quite a different shell region from either actinide or rare earth nuclei

(i.e. 210 Po is near a doubly magic spherical shell) and one would not a priori

expect apccjfic shell generated enhancement effects to be the same as in actin!de

nuclei. The evidence for the existence of large numbers of prefisaion neutrons in.

three very differe:~r regions would seem to suggest a common general mechani~m but

aa diacusaed above we can not at present identify a single dominant effect that

might be important in these different casea,

The present situation can beat br ~ummarized aM follows: (1) Experj~cnLs

indicate an anomaloua ratio of prefiasion to pontfisninn nputrons for actinidc!n at

170
excitation energieo above %20 MeV, for Yb at uxcitatinn energies of 135 snd

170 MeV and for
210

Pu at an average excitation energy of %100 MeV; (2)

Theoretical hypothesis involving enhancements of I’f at 10U encrxies ~

limiting of t’f at high encrgieE _or the eminaion of ncutrun~ bctwrcn aaddlc nnll

mci~uion could qualitatively explain these rcnul~n; (3) Qunntittitivc theoretical

models arc needed to oort out the rclnt’ive importance of thefie very riiffer~llt

physical effects and (4) Prediction and collcluniotln from current ntatinticn’

model analysea of fiseion d~ta at mod~rat~ excitation t’nrrgir~ mny I)P RIIRprCt



since these models are incapable of qualitatively repr~ducing the experimental

ratios of prefia.9ion to postfission neutrons.
170

For fission of the composite system Yb induced by 194 lleV
12

C and 174

MeV 20 Ne projectiles the calculated maximum angular momenta contributing to

fusion are 72- and 79 * respectively. These angular momenta Ere above the values
15

1%65% for which the rotating liquid drop model (RLD) predicts that the

fission barrier equals the neutron binding energy but still below the vaiues

(tw8511) where the fission barrier is expected to vanish and thus, one would

expect to observe significant cross sections for compound fiesion as discussed in

the preceding section. An additional experiment with 239 !leV
20 Ne project.ilea

leads to a critical angular momentum of 991’! which is well into the region of

vanishing fission barriers. T+lis repraqents = &dSe! where much of the “fusion”

cross section is in a region where r.ormal statistical models do not apply since

Initial analysis of the data
11

Bf= 0. indicated that for this reaction,

ficsion was “faat” relative to the characteristic neutron evaporation t]me.

16
However, a subsequent, more comprehensive evaluation of these data indicated

an error in the analysis. When corrected the reuulting spectra in coincidence

with fission fragments resemble the spectra in coincidence with evaporation

residuea indicating that fission is a slow process even at angular momenta at

which the barrier is zero. Similar results have alao been published by Hilscher

et al.17

LIGHT HEAVY ION REACTIONS

There is considerable evidence from evaporation residue studies than an

entrance channel limit exists for L;le angular momentum of a fused system formed in

light heavy ion reactions. For example the cross section data
18

for the 17(: +
160

Gd reac:ion suggest a limiting angular momentum of 43 ~ 3% with higher

Da,.tial waves contributing to an incomplete fusion procsas where. only parL of the

projectile is captured. This interpretation] seems substantiated by y ray
19 166 + 154

multiplicity experiments for the system SF which seem to show a

saturation of IIIC maximum angular momentum at values of about 50%. These rerulcs

have been nuccs~fully interpreted in terms of an entrance chann~l model
20,21 of

incomplete fusion which seems to give a reasonable overall picture of these

reactions when they lead to the formation of evnporntion-like tcniduc products.

However, no attempt has yet been made to reconcile these results with light heavy

ir,n induced fission dnta and the atntistiral analynis of thent? dnta in trrmn of a

rotating liquid drop model. It should especially hr noted that in the mnss %170

rc~inn LIIc rotnting liquid drop modvl predictn thnt th[j fi~sion barrii?r nhol:ld

rqunl thr nrutron bindinp onrrRy at an nnglllur momel~tum of w60111 nignificnntlj
12ahnvc the cuLfJrf oxprutcd from inr.ornplrte fc~ion for the C rcnction. Current

s



statistical mcdelaLL’L>’zz used to analyse the above neutron emission data and

the available fiaeion cross s,<ction data do not include any provisions for

entrance channel limitations to the angular momentum.of the fused systems and most

of the fission reactions in these models come from angular momenta near or above

the region where B = B .
fn

Clearly, the fission models and the incomplete

fusion model are inconsistent in their present form.

At present the date for light heavy ion induced fission reactions in the rare

earth region are limited and the statistical models are necessarily of a

qualitative nature because of the assumptions of rotating liquid drcp fission

barriers and fermi gas level density distributions. In general the deficiencies

of this model can be masked by tr~ating the ratio of level density parameters,

af/an, and a renormalization constant for the fission barrier as adjustable

parameters. In practice this means that data from a single reaction can quite

often be fit by a range of parameters and it seemn possible that effects due to

incomplete fusion might be masked. There do exist, however, a few cases where

fission excitation functions exist for several reactions leading to the same

composite system. The most extensive data are from Sikkeland and coworkers

?3~24 for the systems 181 12C 160 and 22Re formed in , tic bombardments and
186 llB 12C and 160 ~ombardments. In addition 186.s ~a~0s formed in ,

25
also been studisd in an (aJf) experiment. In order to try to look for

possible effects due to incomplete fusion we have tried to refit these dJta with a

statistical mode126. The results are ohown ~.n Figs. 5 and 6

experimental to calculated cross sections versus the critic~l

fusion from a FJas6 Model. Figure 5 also shows the cnlculaterl

momentum in the entrance channel from the Wilczynski model of
-?

as a ratio of the

anglllar momentum for

limiting angular

incomplete

fusionLL. For reference we show the RLD calculation of the fission harrier .
15

Becautic of the limitations in both experiment (enerRy variation viu degrader

foils) and the. calculations (RLD + Fermi gas level density) it is not possible LO

make a definitive conclusion from these results but wc believe that these

compariaonti do not nhow any strong evidence fcr ~ecreasecl experime;li 11 c~oss

sections for L > L
160 22

especially in the ) Ne cases. In the 12C CASP
w

which nhould be most affected by incomplete fusion the data do not go very fnr

into the regioi. of interent. For 12C the lR~ Ke rlntn nhnw a d~crrase in

Calc (but always remnining above 1) while the
1R6

‘expt
os datn RI}(>W

a
expj;

% constant but at a value of .6 - .7.
talc

Clearly mc?o

c

●xtennivc data and impuoved mod~ling nre needed to asBens the importance of

entranc~ channel Iimitatinnn on the fusio[]-fipsion process hut. particularly

for 160 ●nd 22 Ne bomhnrdmcntn it nocm~ difficult to rccorlrilc tho largr crljs~

sec~iona (700-1000 mh) nt tl~e lligt)eMt enrr~ies wilh :in ~*ntranrr cllnnncl limi~ tll

complete fusion.



CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have tried to draw on both relatively new experimental

resultc and some considerably older data to point out that there existt several

areas in which we do not yet understand tha fission process and light heavy ion

reactions at a relatively fundamental level. First data from neutron emission

experiments indicate that fusion-fission processes seem to occur much slower than

expected from culrent statistical models in a variety of systems including
170yb 210

s Po and eeve&-!. ~ctinides at modest excitation energ~es. The results

from experiments in these different rcgiona of mass, energy and angular momentum

seem very similar but current most plausible explanations are quite different.

For actinidea this effect could be created by shell effects on I’f ~nd for
170

Yb the apparent, low values of I’f/rn could result from the

misidentification of neutrons emitted between saddle and scission as being

compound nucleus neutrons. In both cases there are also alternative explanations

and a comprehensive understanding will require both more experimental results and

more quantitative fission calculations.

An additional problem in trying to understand the angular momentum dependence

of fissionlike Froceases is that there are still uncertainties in the basic

character of the light heavy ion reactions that are most useful in creating

composite systems with angular momenta in the S0-150 % region. In particular,

f~xisting statistical models af heavy ion induced fission reactions do not include

(nor seem to require) the concept of entrance channel limits to the angular

momentum (i.e. , incomplete fusion) of fused systems which seems necessary to

explain existing data on evaporation residue production. This apparent

contradiction might be explained in l,lodels including one or more of th- following

extremes : (1) fission models may have disguised the incomplete fusion effects by

variations in their arbitrary parameters, (2) a f~st fission-like process, may

complete directly with the fast particle emission that feed the incrimpletcly

fused evapor~tion residues (but fission seems abnormally slow, i.e., many

precision neutrons), and (3) could a significant fractim of the residue evenln

identified as incomplete fusion be coming from R1OW ulpha particle cvuporati(}n

flom supetdeformcd shapes
28

and thus compete. with compound fission.

Because of the uncertainties and ambiRuiti~s in our Ilnderstacding of fis~ion

and light heavy ion reactions it scmna dOUbLfUl Ltlnt rncaningful estimates 01

important phy~icnl quantities (rmg. fimsion harrier) can bt? reliably extract~d

from measured fission data. I{owcver, it dues neom prlmising that more de~niled

exporimrnts could lcild to nv~ iltHiRllts 011 mncrnsc-epic nllclear proprrtic~.
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Reaction

Table I. Average numbers of neutrons emitted prior to fission
(Vpre) and after fission (v
involving actinide nuclei.

~o~t) for series of reactions
Statistical model calculations

assume a single fission barrier and fermi gas level
densities. Data and calculations are from Fraenkel et al
(Ref. 9) and Chcifetz et al (Ref. 10).

P+”a” et+’’’,:h ,+233” ~+z”” ~+23gpu p+2’8u

E* {~ev) 18 40 39 39 38 a

Expt Vpre 0.62?.25 2.9?.9 3.321.5 3.6*1.6 ‘.7~0.8 508~100

ExPt Vpost 3.9 ~.’ 4.4?.3 4.2fl.7 4.6f0.7 5.110.3 5C1*005

Expt ‘a,4nlaf — 0.02 0.0002 — 0.0004 0.03 mbb

Calculations for af = an = A/20 + A/g

‘p re
.’ +.4 ‘u2.7 %1.8

oa,4nlof .05+.7 .2+.7

C.. lculations for af = 1.-33 an = A/20

‘pre .04

aa,4n/of —— 0

.03

i)

%2.8

.1+.5

%’.’

.5+.8

.07 .06

0 0

5.8

4.4 mbb

aE = 155 MeV
b

Lab
v.aluc for cwaporation residue cross section.

u
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Table II. Reactio~s and Results from Experiments of Gavron
et al (Ref. 11) involving the composite system
]70yb. lcrit is the critical angular momentum
associated with fusion as calculated from &
Bass Model

Reaction
12C+158Gd 20Ne+150Nd 20

Iie+150Nd

‘Lab
(MeV) 192 176 239

E* (MeV) 169 135 191

Lcrit (h) 72 79 99

Expt V 6:1
pre

5?1 1:1

Expt V 3?1 321 621post

Calc. v a
pre

3.4 2.2

Calc. v b 2.2
P-z

1.0

a
aflan = 1o11 Bf = 0.8 RLD

b
af/aIl - 1.04 Bf E 0.98 RLi)
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Fig. 1. Fission probability for
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shape at the first saddle point while lower curve assumes axial symmetry.

( from Ref. 5)
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